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DIFFUSION SEMIGROUPS ON ABSTRACT
WIENER SPACE

BY

M. ANN PIECH(l)

Abstract. The existence of a semigroup of solution operators associated with a

second order infinite dimensional parabolic equation of the form duldt=Lxu was

previously established by the author. The present paper investigates the relationship

between Lx and the infinitesimal generator "U of the semigroup. In particular, it is

shown that * is the closure of Lx in a natural sense. This in turn implies certain

uniqueness results for both the semigroup and for solutions of the parabolic equation.

I. Introduction. A pure second order linear differential operator acting on a

function whose domain is an open subset of a real separable Hubert space 77 is

of the form Lxf(x)= trace [A(x)f"(x)]. A(x) is a linear operator on 77 and/" is the

second Fréchet derivative off. When 77 is finite dimensional this coincides with the

usual definition, and Lxf(x) exists provided f"(x) exists. However, when 77 is

infinite dimensional, summability questions arise—for example, whether ,4(x)/"(x)

is of trace class. Another dissimilarity to the finite dimensional case is related to the

nonavailability of a substitute for Lebesgue measure which is countably additive

on H. This is the reason that we work within the context of abstract Wiener space.

In a paper entitled Potential theory on Hilbert space [4], L. Gross has discussed

the Laplacian, the related heat equation and the similarities and dissimilarities

between finite and infinite dimensional situations. Previous work of the author

[7], [9], [10] has centered on extending the results of Gross to second order differ-

ential operators with variable coefficients. The present work continues in the same

spirit.

The existence of a fundamental solution for 8u/8t=Lxu is known under certain

smoothness and ellipticity hypotheses on A(x). Associated with this fundamental

solution is a semigroup of " solution operators " {qt : t> 0}. In the finite dimensional

case a variety of uniqueness results are available : for the fundamental solution,

for the semigroup, and for individual solutions of the differential equation. The

proofs of such results have generally not been adaptable to an infinite dimensional

situation. Consequently, very little is known concerning uniqueness, even in the

case of the Laplacian. This paper was motivated by the desire both for uniqueness
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results and for a better understanding of the relationship between the infinitesimal

generator of {qt} and the differential operator Lx. It turns out that uniqueness of the

semigroup is a consequence of the fact that the infinitesimal generator is the closure

of Lx in a natural sense.

§11 deals with the background and necessary notation. In §111 we present the

results connecting Lx and {qt}, including uniqueness results. All smoothness

estimates involving {qt} which are necessary for proofs of the results of §111 are

deferred until §IV. In §IV we present only such estimates.

II. Background and notation. Let 77 be a real separable Hubert space with inner

product ( •, • ) and norm | ■ |. Let || • || be a fixed measurable norm on 77 in the sense

of Gross [3] and B be the completion of 77 with respect to || • ||. The triple (77, B, i)

where i is the inclusion mapping of 77 into B is known as an abstract Wiener space

[3]. Denoting by B* and 77* the topological dual spaces of B and of 77 respectively,

we may consider t3* as being embedded by restriction in 77*. If then 77* is identi-

fied with 77 via the inner product ( ■, ■ ), we may regard B* as contained in 77 and

hence, via i, as contained in B. < •, • > will denote the natural pairing of B* and B.

For each t>0,pt will denote the Wiener measure on the Borel field of B which is

determined by Gauss cylinder set measure vt, with variance parameter t, on 77 [3].

For x in B and for each Borel set F in B, pt(x, r)=pt(T—x).

We will deal with two notions of differentiability of a function/from B to some

Banach space W. f will be called TJ-differentiable at x iff is Fréchet differentiable

at x. This derivative will be denoted by Df(x) and it is a member of the space

L(B, W) of bounded linear maps from B to W. We also may consider the behavior

of/only at points of the form x + h with h in 77. Then we will say that/is 77-

differentiable at x if there exists an/'(x) in 7.(77, W) satisfying

\f(x + h)-f(x)-f'(x)h\w = 0(\h\)

for small h in 77. Since the 77 norm is stronger than the B norm, 5-differentiability

off at x implies 77-differentiability off at x. We will write ||7J>/(x)|| and \f'(x)\ for

the L(B, W) and L(77, W) norms respectively.

Let Lx he a second order differential operator of the form

LJ(x) = trace [A(x)f"(x)]

where A(■) is a map from B to 7,(77) (=L(H, 77)), and/is a real-valued function on

B. We will denote by LxA the differential operator

Lx,tu(x, t) = trace [A(x)u"(x, t)]-(8/8t)u(x, t)

where m is a real-valued function on B x (0, oo) and ' denotes 77-differentiability, for

t fixed. We say that Lxf or Lx¡tu exists if the relevant derivatives exist and if

A(x)f"(x) or A(x)u"(x, t), respectively, is trace class in 7,(77). Under certain hy-

potheses on Lx concerning ellipticity and smoothness, it is established in [7] that a
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fundamental solution for LXytu(x, t) = 0 exists. Explicitly, if we assume that A(x)

is of the form 7— 7?(x), where

(i) B(x) is a symmetric member of L(H) and there exists an e > 0 such that

B(x)^(l-e)I for all x in B;

(ii) there exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt operator E on 77 such that 7?(x)

is of the form EB0(x)E, where B0(x)eL(H) and \B0(x)\um^l for all x in B;

(iii) D2B0(x) exists and is a bounded Lip-1 function from B to

L(B^L(B^L(H)));

(iv) ||7J>2?o(-)|| is uniformly bounded;

(v) there exists a constant c such that for any orthonormal basis {e¡} of 77 we

have 2i |T>7?0(x)e¡|¿(H)<c, independently of x in B;

then   there   exists   a   family   of   finite   real-valued   signed   Borel   measures

{qt(x, dy) : 0< t<oo, x e B} on B such that if

Qtfix) =     fiyMx, dy)
Jb

then, for each bounded real-valued Lip-1 function/on B, Lxtqtf(x)=0 for all x

in B and t>0. Moreover, ||a(/-/|| M -> 0 as / i 0.

Henceforth we will assume that A(x) satisfies the preceding conditions (i)-(v).

With a few additional hypotheses of a technical nature, it is shown in [9] that

qt(x,dy) is a probability measure on B and qtqsf(x)=qt+sf(x) for each bounded

real-valued measurable function / on B, for all s and t greater than 0 and for all x

in B.

It has recently been announced by Kuo and Piech [6] in the presence of the

additional hypotheses

(vi) there exists an increasing sequence {Pn} of finite dimensional projections on

B such that Pn[B]cB*, {P„} converges strongly to the identity on B, and {PJH}

converges strongly to the identity on 77;

(vii) B():B^L(B,B*);

that {fl((x, dy)} is a family of probability measures satisfying the aforementioned

semigroup property. Henceforth we will assume that (vi) and (vii) hold.

The following outlines the approach of [6]. Let Q. denote the space of continuous

functions to from [0, oo) into B and vanishing at 0. J( is the a-field of Q. generated

by the functions co -> co(t). ¿? is that unique probability measure on J( for which

the condition 0=t0<t1< ■ ■ ■ <tn implies that to(tj+1)-cü(tj), 0~¿j-¿n—l, are

independent and co(tj+,) — w(t,) has distribution measure AJ+1-iy in B. The process

Wt defined by Wt(co)=w(t) is called a Wiener process on B. Regarding A(x) as a

member of 7.(77), which is made possible by (vii), it is shown that the stochastic

integral equation

(i) xt(œ) = jr0(w) +£ [A(xs(co))Y>2 dWM
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has a unique solution Xt which is a homogeneous strong Markov process. Defining

4ti2(x, dy) = &{Xt edy: Xo = x},

it is asserted in [6] that qt(x, dy) = qt(x, dy) for all t >0 and x in B. For the proof

of this theorem, it is necessary to verify the following: (*) For each bounded

real-valued Lip-1 function/ on B, the maps (x,t)->(qtf)'(x) from 7?x(0, oo)

to 77 with | • | and (x, /) -*■ (qtf)"(x) from 7ix(0, oo) to the space of trace class

operators on 77 with trace class norm are continuous.

Since [6] is an announcement and does not contain a proof of (*), we will make

these estimates as part of §IV.

As a consequence of the equality of qt and qt, we have the following uniqueness

result :

Theorem [6]. Assume Lx and B satisfy (i)-(\ii). Then the family {qt(x, dy) : t>0,

x e B} whose existence is established in [7] is unique among families {pt(x, dy) : t>0,

x e B} of bounded real-valued signed Borel measures on B which satisfy the following

requirements:

For each boundedreal-valued Lip-l functionf on B, setting ptf(x)=¡Bf(y)pt(x, dy),

(a) pJix) satisfies LXttptfix) = 0,

(b) \\ptf-f\U^0ast i 0,
(c) (x, t) -*■ iptf)'ix) and (x, /) -* (ptf)"(x) are continuous from B x (0, oo) to 77

and to the space of trace class operators on 77 respectively.

We will denote by JSf the Banach space of bounded uniformly continuous real-

valued functions on B with the sup norm || • || x. si will denote the Banach space of

Lip-1 functions/in 3?, with norm

\\f\, = 1/IU-r-inf {c : |/(x)-/O0l ^ c\\x-y\\ for all x and y in B}.

It is established in [10, Theorem 4] that {qt : i>0} forms a strongly continuous

contraction semigroup on 3?. We remark that the results of [10], while presupposing

that the qt(x, dy) are probability measures and satisfy the semigroup property,

are independent of the additional hypotheses made in [9]. Let °tt denote the

infinitesimal generator of the semigroup {qt} on S£. We define £P as the set of all /

in JS? such that /' is continuous as a map from B to 77 and /" is bounded and

uniformly continuous as a map from B to trace class operators on 77. Lxf is thus

defined for all/in SP. In §111 we establish that if is in the domain of <%. This proof

utilizes the representation of {qt(x, dy)} as the family of transition probabilities

of the solution of the stochastic integral equation (1), and thus relies on the smooth-

ness properties (*) which we establish in §IV. The proof also utilizes Kuo's general-

ization of a formula of K. Itô to stochastic integrals on abstract Wiener space

[5, Theorem 4.1]. We are eventually able to show that {qt} is the unique contraction

semigroup on J2? whose infinitesimal generator extends (Lx, S?).
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The facts from basic semigroup theory which we will use in the next section may

all be found in Dynkin [1, Chapter 1]. In particular, we now quote two such

theorems for future reference.

Theorem [1, Theorem 1.1]. Let Tt be a contraction semigroup on a Banach

space V and let 0 be its infinitesimal generator. Let V0 = {g in V: \\Ttg—g \\v -*■ 0 as

t \ 0}. Then for arbitrary g in V0 the equation Xf—<Sfi=g (A>0) has one and only

one solution fin the domain 3>e of 0. This solution is given by the formula

fi= f e-"Ttgdt.
Jo

Moreover \\f\\yi(l/X)\\g\\v.

Theorem [1, Theorem 1.2], Let Tt and T\ be two contraction semigroups on a

Banach space V. If their infinitesimal generators coincide, then Ttg = T[g for all g

in V0. Here V0 does not depend on which of the two given semigroups determines it.

III. The relationship of <?/ and Lx. We begin the study of the relationship

between °U and Lx by proving that if/and its first two 77-derivatives are reasonably

smooth then/is in the domain of ^ and ^/ coincides with Lx on/. Recall that the

domain of ^ is defined as the set of all/in S£ which satisfy \(qtf—fi)/t\x converges

as t | 0. <%fis defined to be the limit of (qtf-f)/t.

Theorem 1. if is in the domain ofi^i. For j in -91, atif=Lxf.

Proof. Fix x in B and / in if. Let Xt be the unique solution of the stochastic

integral equation

Xt(to) = x+\t [A(Xs(co))Y'2 dWs(co).
Jo

Then qt/2(x, dy)=Si{Xi e dy}. Applying Itô's formula [5, Theorem 4.1],

(2)     f(Xt) -f(x) = f <\A(Xs)Y'2f'(Xs), dWsy + f i trace [A(Xs)f"(Xs)] ds.
Jo Jo

Letting if denote expectation with respect to 0s, it follows from [5, (4) of Theorem

3.4] that

ifj\[A(xs)Y'2f"(xs),dwsy = o.

Moreover &(f(Xt))=qtl2f(x) and

S P \ trace [A(Xs)fi"(Xs)] ds = P as/2[¿ trace /f(x)/"(x)] ds.
Jo Jo

Setting g(x)=% trace A(x)f"(x), we take expectations on each side of equation

(2), obtaining

qt;2fi(x)-fix) =     qs/2g(x)ds.
Jo
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Thus

29MLW_2g
t/2 t

(q*i2g-g)ds      ^-     \\qsi2g-g\\«,ds
JO oo '  Jo

^ 2 sup  ||c7s/2S-£||oo-»0   as í j 0
0<sSi

since ge^ and {qt} is strongly continuous on if This shows that °Üf=2g=Lxf,

as desired.

Remark. The choice of if was determined by the following considerations.

if must naturally be a subset of J? since we are considering the semigroup {qt} as

acting in Sf.f and/" must have sufficient smoothness to enable use in equation (2)

of Itô's formula—that is,/' must be continuous from B to 77and/" must be con-

tinuous from B into the space of trace class operators on 77. Finally, we used the

requirement that c7t(trace A(x)f"(x)) be strongly continuous at / = 0. This is achieved

by requiring Lxf(x) to be in JSP. Since A() and A(-)~1 are bounded and uniformly

continuous from B to 7(77), Lxf(x) is in JSf if/"(•) is bounded and uniformly

continuous from B to the trace class operators on 77.

Let us regard the differential operator Lx as having domain of definition the

subset if of JSP, and thus as having range in if. From basic semigroup theory, °U

is a closed operator. That is, {(/, Qlf) : /is in the domain of <¥} is closed in if x if.

The next theorem shows that °ll is equal to the closure of (Lx, if).

Theorem 2. if is dense in the domain of <% in the graph norm.

The proof of Theorem 2 is provided by the following two lemmas. Recall that si

consists of the Lip-1 functions in if

Lemma 2.1. For fin if, let

(3) Qf(x) = ^e-\qtf)(x)dt.

Then f ese => Qfe if.

The proof of Lemma 2.1 will be provided by the smoothness estimates which we

will make in §IV.

Lemma 2.2. {Qf'-fesi} is dense in the domain of' % with respect to the graph

norm.

Proof. Assume u is in the domain of °l¿. Set g=(I- <W)u. Then it is a consequence

of the strong continuity of qt that

= (I-^-'g = ^ e-\qtg) dt.

By a lemma of Gross [4, Lemma 3.2.1], si is dense in 3 with respect to the sup

norm. Thus, given c>0, we may find/e si such that ||g-/IU <*. Set

r = (7-^)-1/= Qf
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Since ||(7-i^)-1||^l, we have \\u-v\\œ <e and

I*«-«»IL = \\(i-w-i)(u-v)U s ni-qexu-viU + Wu-vU

- lk-/IU + ll«-»IU < 2e-
The question now naturally arises of whether any larger closed extension of

(Lx, if) can exist and generate a contraction semigroup on if. Or, putting this

question in a different and less rigorous form, is the family of solution operators

{qt} associated with Lxtu = 0 unique? This is answered by the following theorem,

whose proof is a simple consequence of basic semigroup theory coupled with the

fact of strong continuity of {qt} on if.

Theorem 3. If {q[ : t>0} is a contraction semigroup on if whose infinitesimal

generator <%' extends (Lx, if), then q[=qtfior all t>0.

Proof. We need only show that the domain of %' coincides with the domain of

<% and that W = <% on their common domain. Since (°u"', £&&,) must be closed and

since (<W, 2m) is the closure of (Lx, if), we automatically have (*', á>*.)=>(^r, 2<¿).

Suppose now that fie 9)*.. Set g=f-Wfi Define ifü={h in if: ||at'«-«||x ->0 as

t \ 0}. Since Sf<,-=>3>w and <%': iC0-^iC0, we have geiC0. Thus / is the unique

member of 9^, satisfying fi-°U'fi= g. Since qt is strongly continuous on if, there

exists a unique/in 3iv such t\\atJ-aUf=g. But since/e% ^¿'J=°Ujand so/=/.

Thus i<tr,9*) c(«,^).

Remark. The preceding theorem may also be proved by application of the

corollary to Theorem 1.1 of [1],

Uniqueness of individual solutions of Lx¡tu = 0 has not yet been studied. Theorem

1 provides us with a rather large set (if) of specific functions in the domain of ^i

and tells us how °ll acts on these functions. Theorem 1.3 of [1] now immediately

gives the following uniqueness result.

Theorem 4. For fin if, the function u(t, x)=qtf(x) is the unique solution ofLx¡tu

= 0 which satisfies the conditions:

(a) u(t, •) is Borel measurable,

(b) 8u/8t exists uniformly (|| • \\„) and is uniformly continuous for t^O,

(c) \\u(t, -)\\ oo ̂c, exp (c2t) where c, and c2 are some constants, and

(d) ||ii(f, .)-/(•)!«->0aîf | 0.

IV. Smoothness of qtf(x). For a Borel set T in B, equation (32) of [7] shows

that qt(x, F) is of the form

(4) qt(x, V) = mt(x, Y)+\   I   ru(y, T)mt_u(x, dy) du,
Jo Jb

where {mt(x,dy) : t>0,xeB} and {rt(x, dy) : t>0,xeB} are families of finite

real-valued signed Borel measures on 77. We will employ the notation

ñXfix) =     f(y)mt(x, dy),       rtf(x) =     f(y)rt(x, dy).
Jb Jb
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The desired smoothness properties will first be established for mtf(x), together

with some estimates which will enable us to carry limits through the time integral

which occurs in the expression for qtf(x). Smoothness in the case where qt(x, dy)

=pt(x, dy) has been established in Theorem 3 of [4]. Estimates occurring therein

are fundamental to the calculations which follow.

For/bounded, real-valued Borel measurable on B,

(5) mj(x) = J"  [det A(y)]-1'2f(y)e-^x^-^x-^tp2t(x, dy),

with C(x)=A(x)~1 — I. The exponential term is tobe interpreted as that measurable

function on B determined by the function y -*■ (C(x)(x—y), x—y), which is defined

on 77+x and uniformly continuous near zero in the topology generated by the

measurable seminorms on 77+x (see [7], equations (5) and (6)). Define f(y)

= [det A(y)]~ll2f(y). f is bounded and Borel measurable (uniformly continuous,

Lip-1, respectively) if and only if /is. Moreover, /-> \\f\\x and /-»■ ||/||œ are

equivalent norms on Jf; /-> \\fWx and /-»■ ¡/fli are equivalent norms on si.

Letting

mj(x) = ^f(x+y)e-^x^'itp2t(dy),

we observe that the change of variables y -*■ y — x gives mj(x) = mtf(x). Conse-

quently, we will make all our estimates for mtf(x).

The measure mt(x, dy) may be interpreted in terms of Wiener measure on a

suitable abstract Wiener space. For h and & in 77 and x in B, define (h, k)x

= (A(x)'ll2h, A(x)~ll2k). Let 77* be the vector space 77 with inner product (•, -)x.

The topologies given by (•, •) and (•, -)x are equivalent, and so we may also

regard B as the completion of 77* with respect to || • ||. It is then a consequence of

Theorem 3 of [10] that we may interpret

(6) Pt(dy)= [det A(x)}-ll2e-^x*-y)l2tpt(dy)

as that Wiener measure on B which is induced by Gauss measure on 77* with

variance parameter t. Thus we have

(7) mtf(x) = [detA(x)]ll2px2tf(x).

In this form, mtf(x) has a three-fold dependence on x. The change in the right side

of (7) caused by a change in either of the first two occurrences of x is influenced by

the properties of the coefficients A(-); whereas the effect of a change in only the

third "x" is independent of the A(-), and is determined by the behavior of the

fundamental solution of the Laplacian.

Lemma 5.1. There exist constants r > 1 and c such that

\b \f(y)\Pï(dy) s c{[B \f(y)Ypi(dyy\lh

for all x in B, provided fe Ll(pY).
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Proof. It is shown in [7, p. 99] that e-{Clx)y-y)'2 e V-*\p,(dy)) for all positive

A which are sufficiently close to zero. For such a A, the L1 + x norm is uniformly

bounded with respect to x. If t_1 + A"1 = 1, then the lemma follows upon applica-

tion of Holder's inequality.

By Proposition 1 of [7], for fixed t > 0 the map x -*■ (mtf)(x) is twice 77-

differentiable at each x in 77. The derivatives are given by

((mj)'(x),h)

= (4t)-^Bfi(x+y)[-(C'(x)hy,y) + 2(A(x)-%y)]e-^^li%t(dy),

and

((mj)"(x)k,h)

= ~i^y1\B fi(x+y){[(C"(x)khy, y)-2(C'(x)hky, y)

(9) -2(C'(x)khy, y) + 2(A(x)"% k)]

-[(C'(x)hy,y)-2(A(x)-%y)]-(4tyi

■ [(C'(x)ky, y)-2(A(x)-ik, y)]}e'^^-^p2t(dy),

valid for all « and k in 77. Making the change of variables y -*■ (2t)ll2y, we observe

that, for fixed « and k in 77,

t->mtf(x),       t-+((mtf)'(x),h),       t ̂ ((mtfi)"(x)k,h)

are Borel measurable. If in addition/is Lip-1, these three functions are uniformly

continuous on intervals of the form 0<a^tSb<co.

Since 77 is separable, the weak measurability of (mtf)'(x) implies its strong t-

measurability. Moreover, we may estimate the 77 norm of (mtf)'(x) as follows:

\(mtf)'ix)\H =    sup     \((mj)'(x),h)\
KEH;\h\ = l

gcll/l.     sup     {[  [\(C'(x)hy,y)\+t-^2\(A(x)^h,y)\]e-^^'2p,(dy)\
heH;\M = l    KJb J

ácfl/ll.     sup     {{  \h\\Fy\2e-^y^2p,(dy)
heH:\h\ = l   Ub

+ t-112 j*  \iAix)-1h,y)\e-iCM>'M2p1idy)\.

c always denotes a general constant; it will in general depend on the coefficients

A( ■ ) and on the abstract Wiener space B which are fixed in this paper, but will be

independent of all variables in our calculations. F is a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt

operator on H such that C(x), C'(x)() and C"(x)()(-) are of the form FC0(x)F,

FC,(x)(■ )F and FC2(x)( )(-)F respectively. The existence and properties of these

operators are proved in [7]. iT-'vl2 is in Lp(p,) for all/?2:1; thus Lemma 5.1 gives
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the existence of a constant c such that

S.\Fy\2e-iCMy,y)l2pi(dyy ^ c

for ail x in B. Upon making the "change of variable" y -> A(x)ll2y, which may be

justified by Theorem 3 of [11], we obtain

jg\(A(x)-1h,y)\e-^x^l2Pl(dy)

^ ci  \(A(x)-ll2h,y)\Pl(dy) â c\A(x)~1/2h\ g c\h\

for all x in B. Thus we conclude that

(10) \(mtf)'(x)\ S c|/|„(l+ »-««)

for all xin B, t>0 and for all bounded measurable/

Writing

((mtf)'(x),h)

= ^(x + (2ty'2y)[-(CXx)hy,y)/2 + (2tyi'2(A(x)-1h,y)]e-^x^l2p1(dyy

calculations analogous to the preceding show that if/is in si then

(11) \(mtf)'(x)-(mjy(x)\H è c|/|1[|í1»-*1»| + |í-1'«-*-»«|].

Thus f-* (mtf)'(x) is Lip-1 on intervals of the form 0<a^t^b<cc, uniformly for

all x in B.

To establish x-smoothness of (mtf)'(x) we assume that/is in si. x^ \A(x)\ and

x -»• det /4(x) are uniformly bounded above and away from zero, and are in Lip-1

(see [7]). From [7, p. 94] we infer the existence of an x3 in B such that

|([C'(x1)-C'(x2)]Ä>',>')| = \(DaC(xa)(Xl-x2)hy,y)\

= \iFC2ix3)iXl-x2)hFy,y)\

Z c\\Xl-xa¡-\h\-\Fy\*.

If ß is assigned a fixed value ^1 and sufficiently close to 1, calculations in [7, p.

109] show that

{£ \exvi-iCix1)y,y)/2)-expi-iCix2)y,y)/2)\<¡p1idy)ye Ú c\\Xl-x2\\.

Thus, changing variables y -> (2í)1,2j in equation (8), applications of Lemma 5.1

and of Holder's inequality easily yield

(12) |(m(/)'(x1)-(™f.mx2)| â c||/||1.||x1-x2||(l+í-1'2).

We may now conclude that the family {F, : ||/||i á 1} where Ff(x, t) = (mlf)'(x)

is uniformly equicontinuous as a family of functions from 73 x (0, oo) to 77.
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We turn now to consideration of (mtf)"(x). In order that (mj)"(x) be of trace

class, we will assume that/is in sé'. We may write

(mtf)"(x) = [detA(x)f'2[Vt(x)+Wt(x) + Xt(x)],

where for all « and k in 77,

(13)      ( Vt(x)k, «) = (20 -1 jB f(x+y)[ - («, k)x + («, y)x(k, y)xl2t]px2t(dy),

(Wt(x)k, h) m £ f(x+y){-(4t)-\C"(x)khy, y)

(14) +(2t)-i[(C'(x)hk, y) + (C'(x)kh, v)]

+(16i2)-1(C(x)«>>, y)(C'(x)ky, y)}px2t(dy),

and

(15)
iXtix)k, h) - £ /(x +v)(-8i2)-1[(«, >-),(C'(x)^, y)

+ (k,y)x(C'(x)hy,y)]px2t(dy).

We recall that the family of trace class operators in L(H) is

¡Te 7,(77) : 2 ([7,*7,]1,2^) e,) < oo for some orthonormal basis {e,} of 77j,

with the trace of T defined as Tr T= 2f= i (Te,, et) where {e¡} is any orthonormal

basis of 77. The trace class norm of Tis |r|Tr=Tr [T*T]112. The completely con-

tinuous operators in 7.(77) with | ■ \um form the dual of the Banach space of trace

class operators under the pairing <i/, K> = Tr U*V, where U is completely con-

tinuous and V is of trace class. Since operators of finite rank are dense in the space

of completely continuous operators, we may write

|r|Tr = sup {|Tr [TF]\/\F\UH) : F is of finite rank in 7,(77) and F =£ 0}.

For any S in 7,(77) and T of trace class, ST and TS are of trace class and Tr ST

= Tr TS. Thus the set of trace class operators on 77 is invariant under a change of

inner product. Consequently, the set of trace class operators and their traces are

the same whether we consider 7.(77) or any L(HX). However, the trace class norm

varies with a change of inner product. In our case, there exist constants c, and c2

independent of x in B such that

\T \uhx) = ci\T\uh) = C2\T\uhx)-

Thus there are constants k, and k2, also independent of x in B, such that

\T\ir H*  = k,\T\Tr h  í; rt2|7jTr »*'

|r|Trii* denotes the trace class norm in L(HX). We will henceforth write |r| or

|r|Tr instead of |r|L(fi) or |7|Tr H, respectively, whenever no confusion may arise.
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(Vt(x)k, h) = (A(x)Vt(x)k, h)x. Noting the form of the right side of equation (13),

we may now apply Theorem 3 of [4] to conclude that A(x) Vt(x) is of trace class.

Equation (38) of [4] gives the estimate

\A(x)Vt(x)\TrH* =£ c\\f\\1t-ll2jB \\y\\Pi(dy).

Thus Vt(x) is of trace class, and there exists a constant c such that

(i6) ¡Viixy^scWfy-1'2

for all />0 and for all x in B.

Estimates found on pp. 107-108 of [6] are easily seen to imply that, for any

operator T of finite rank in L(77),

|Tr7TFt(x)| $c\T\\fUt-™.

We conclude that Wtix) is of trace class, with

(17) \Wt(x)\Tt ̂ cll/IUi-1'2.

Let Tnow be a symmetric linear operator on 77 of finite rank. Let {et : i= 1,...,

n} be any orthonormal (with respect to ( •, • )) basis for the range of T and let P be

the orthogonal projection of 77 onto the span of {et : i=l,...,«}. On replacing

y by (2í)1/2v, we have

TrT^ix) = ct-1'2 \ fix+y) % [(Teit y)xiC'ix)eiy, y)
Jb i = i

+ iei,y)xiC'ix)Teiy,y)]px1idy).

For each v in 77,

Î [(Tet, y)x(C'(x)eiy, y)+(e„ yUC'(x)Tety, y)]

- (C'W [ S fe' TA(x) - ̂  + T t (et, A(x) - ̂ )ei] y, yj

= (C'(x)[PTA(x)-1y + TPA(x)-1y]y, y)

and

\(C'(x)[PTA(x)-1y + TPA(x)-1y]y,y)\ fk c[\\PTA(x)-1y\\B+ \\TPA(x)-1y\\B]\Ey\2.

Theorem 5 of [2] gives the following result: for any S in 7(77), \\Sy || is a measurable

seminorm and for any A > 0,

prob (||S>1|~ > \S\UH)X) è prob (bI > A),

where prob may be with respect to Wiener measure of arbitrary variance. Thus

for any finitep-l,

\\\\sy\\~\yú\s\UH)\\\\y\\y.
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Applying this result to PTA(x)~1 and TPA(x)'1; noting that / is bounded,

\PTA(x)-l\UH) and \TPA(x)~1\L(H) are ^c\T\Lm, and that |£>|~ is in L"(p,) for

any p^ 1 ; and then applying Lemma 5.1 give

|Tr TXt(x)\ è c\\fi\\ \T\      Z-1'2

Since Xt(x) is symmetric, we now may conclude that ^¡(x) is of trace class and that

(18) \Xt(x)\Tvúc\\f\Uf 1/2

Equations (16), (17) and (18) now show that, for/in sí, (mtf)"(x) is of trace class,

with

(19) \(mtf)"(x)\Tr <: c\\

Strong i-measurability of (mtf)"(x) follows since the space of trace class operators

on 77 is separable. If we make the change of variables y -*■ (2t)ll2y in equations (14)

and (15) for Wt(x) and Xt(x), and note the resulting manner in which t occurs,

then the preceding calculations easily imply that the family {Fxj : x e B, \\f\\,ú 1}

where Fxj(t)= Wt(x)+Xt(x) is uniformly equicontinuous as a family of functions

from an interval of the form {/ ä a > 0} to the space of trace class operators on 77.

In addition, smoothness of C(x) and its derivatives combines with the preceding

techniques in a straightforward fashion to yield the inequality

(20) \rVt(x,) + Xt(x,)-Wt(x2)-Xt(x2)\Tr Ú c\\
-1121

Xi      Xo

Similar statements concerning Vt(x) are rather more difficult to prove. We now

turn our attention to Vt(x).

A test operator S is a bounded linear operator of finite rank from B to B*. With

S we may associate operators Tin 7,(77) and Tx in 7.(77*) as follows: Consider the

diagrams

B B* B B*

77^
k

via(-, •)

J

77" 77*
kx

via(-, -)x

lJ
->77**

with / the injection of H or 77* into B and j the embedding by restriction of 77*

into 77* or 77**. i and j do not depend on the inner product assigned to 77. How-

ever, the identification k (or kx) of 77 with 77* (or of 77* with 77** respectively) via

the Riesz Representation Theorem does depend on the inner product. For y in 77

we define Ty = kjSiy and Txy = kxjSiy. Since Tx (or T) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator

in 7,(77*) (or 7,(77) respectively), it is trivial to verify that there exists a constant c

such that

\Tx\h-sh* = \Ax)T\n_SH* á c|r|H-s/í

for all x in B.
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For any test operator S, Proposition 9 of [4] yields the formula

(21)     Tr [TxA(x)Vt(x)] = (2t)-1 £ f(x+y)[(2t)-\Sy, y^-Tr Tx]px2t(dy).

Since Tr [TxA(x)Vt(x)] = lr [TA(x)Vt(x)A(x)], we may write

TrT[A(x1)Vt(x1)A(x1)-A(x2)Vt(x2)A(x2)] = (i) + (ii) + (iii),

where

(i) = (2t)-1 jB íf(x1+y)-f(x2+y)][(2t)-XSy,y}-TrTxi}pxl(dy),

(iï) = (2t)-1 ¡Bf(x2+y)[(2t)-1<Sy,yy-JrTxí][px¡(dy)-px2?(dy)],

(iii) = (2Í)"1 f f(x2+y)[Tr Tx*-Tr Txi]px2?(dy).
J B

We have

|(i)| = ct-1{\B \f(x1+y)-f(x2+y)\2px2}(dy)

(22) -{Jb WrKSy, y>-Tr T^\2px}(dy)

gCÍ-1||/||1||x1-X2||  |r*l|H-8H*

and

|(ii)| á clI/IUf-1^ \(2t)-\Sy,yy-JrTx^p2t(dyy\

(23) -íf  lídet^CxOl-^^-^^i»-«'*'

-> us
- [det ^(x2)] -1«e-«»«*>»'"'>'«|«pa((ír»

-i lia

where a"1+J8~1 = 1. Calculations in [7, p. 109] show that the second integral in the

right side of (23) is dominated by a constant times \\x1 — x2\\, independently of i>0,

provided ß is assigned a fixed value sufficiently close to 1.

Since equality of (Th, k) and (Tk, h) for all h and & in 77 is equivalent to equality

of (Txh, k)x and (Txk, h)x for all h and k in 77, we see that T is symmetric in 7,(77)

if and only if Tx is symmetric in 7,(77*). If the restriction of S to 7,(77) is symmetric,

then the calculations of [4, pp. 159-160] show that, for fixed a> 1,

(24) {£ \(2t)-\Sy,y>-Tr T^'pUdy)}1" ï c2\Tx\a_SH*,
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where ca is a constant depending on a but independent of x in 77. Since the H-S 77*

norm of the 7,(77*)-symmetric part of Tx is dominated by a constant times the

H-S 77* norm of Tx (the constant being independent of x), and since (Sy, y) and

the trace of Tx depend only on the symmetric part of Tx, (23) holds for any test

operator S.

Writing

p2t(dy) = [det A(x)Y>2éc^y^yx2t(dy),

we may easily verify that [det A(x)]ll2eiax)y'y)lit is in Lk(pxt) for all A in (1, 1 +e)

where e > 0 is sufficiently small. The LA norm is uniformly bounded as x varies over

B. An application of Holder's inequality to the first integral on the right side of

(23) now yields

(25) |(ii)| ¿c\\f\\,t-i\\x,-x2\\\T\H_SH.

We have

|(iii)| g cll/IKí-^Tr^x^-^xOirl ï c\\f\\,t-i\T\TrH.

For all S of fixed finite rank «, |r|H-Síí and |r|TrH are equivalent norms. Thus

26) |(iii)| âcn\\f\\,t-i\\x,-x2\\ \T\H.SH.

Making the identifications B*^H*xH, let {e¡ : i—I, 2,...} be an orthonormal

basis of 77 such that each e¡ is in 77*, and let Pn denote the orthogonal projection

(77) onto the span of {e,,..., en}. Then equations (22), (25) and (26) show that

x^-PnA(x)Vt(x)A(x) is in Lip-1 when considered as a map from 77 to Hilbert-

Schmidt operators with the H-S 77 norm. Moreover,

(27) \PnA(x,)Vt(x,)A(x,)-PnA(x2)Vt(x2)\n.aH ¿ cJfy-^-x^

with cn depending only on the rank «. Since in the space of bounded operators

on 77 with range in PnH the H-S 77 norm and Tr 77 norm are equivalent, (27) holds

with H-S 77 replaced by Tr.

We next wish to show that PnA(x)Vt(x)A(x) converges to A(x)Vt(x)A(x) as «

-> oo in Tr 77 norm, with the convergence being uniform for all / ä a > 0, ||/|| x ̂  1

and x in B. We view Pn as mapping 77 to 77* and let Qn be the unique continuous

extension of Pn to 7_(7?, 77*). Then Qn is a test operator. We will also view Qn as an

operator in7.(77, 77) via the identifications B*^H*xH<^B, where the isomorphism

of 77* and 77 is given by the inner product (•, ■). Then for any test operator S,

S(Qn-Qm) is also a test operator. If T and Tx are the operators in 7,(77) and

7,(77*) respectively associated with S, then T(Pn-Pm) and Tx(Pn-Pm) are the

operators in 7,(77) and 7,(77*) associated with S(Qn-Qm). Now we may interpret

equation (35) of [4] as

(28) |Tr [Tx(Pn-Pm)A(x)Vt(x)]\ ï cfl/IM"1 £ \\S(Qn-Qm)y \\pxt(dy).
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We make the change of variables y-> i2t)li2y and apply Lemma 5.1 in order to

clarify the time dependence and remove the x dependence of the right side of (28),

obtaining

(29) |Tr [TxiPn-Pm)A(x)Vtix)}\ ^ cjfy-^j^ ¡S(Qn-Qm)y¡<Pl(dy)}llT

with T a fixed constant > 1. \\S(Qn- Qm)y\\ is a tame function based on the finite

dimensional subspace M=(Pn—Pm)H, and so we may write

(30) \  \\S(Qn-Qm)y\\lPi(dy)=\   \Ty\*rh.{dy).
Jb Jm

Px is Gauss measure on (M, (-, ■)) with variance parameter 1. The calculations on

p. 172 of [4] yield the inequality

(31) f   \\TyrPi(dy)ï\T\lŒ)\   ¡yj^dy).
Jm Jm

But

(32) f   \\y\Ypi(dy)=\   \\(Pn-Pm)y\\^i(dy) = \  \\(Qn-Qm)y\YPi(dy).
Jm Jm Jb

Operators Tx of the form which we are considering are dense in the completely

continuous operators in 7,(77), and so equations (28) through (32) give

(33) \iPn-Pm)Aix)Vtix)\TrH < cify-1I2^b ||(ßn- Qm)yfPiidy)Y.

By Corollary 5.2 of [2], |(ß„— ßm).y|| ->0 in probability with respect to Pl.

Define

tnAV = PÁ{y ■- \\iQn-Qm)y\\l>V)-

As n, m -> oo we have c4„,m(A) -* 0 for each A>0. Define

m = Pi({y- \\y\\*> A}).

When n^m, |7>n-Pm|L(if)= 1, and so by Theorem 5 of [2] c¿n m(A)^ci(A). (For n=m

this inequality is trivially valid.) Thus

f    \\(Qn-Qm)y\YPl(dy) =   -^ Xdj>n,m(X).
Jb Jo

Aç4(A) = o(l) as A^co, since X</>(X)^jm^in \\ypPl(dy) and [yfeLHpù. "Inte-

grating by parts" gives

(34) f \\iQn-Qm)y fPiidy) = f° <An.m(A) dX.
Jb Jo
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Since J"" c/>(X) dX=¡B \\y\\lPi(dy)<oo it follows by dominated convergence that

(35) </>n.mW dX -+ 0   as m, « -» co.
Jo

(33), (34) and (35) imply our desired result: P„A(x)Vt(x)A(x) converges to

A(x)Vt(x)A(x) in Tr norm, the convergence being uniform for all /^a>0, \\f\\, ^ 1

and x in 77. Now the uniform continuity of PnA(x)Vt(x)A(x) (equation (27)) and of

A(x)'1 together with their uniform boundedness (see equation (16)) imply that the

family {FtJ : t^a>0 and \\f\\,ú 1} with FtJ(x)= Vt(x) is uniformly equicontinuous

as a family of functions from 77 to the trace class operators in 7,(77).

It is easy to see that there exists a constant ca depending on a > 0 such that

\A(x)[Vh(x)-Vh(x)]A(x)\a.SH =£ ca\\f\\,\t,-t2\,

valid for all t,, t2^a, for all/in si and x in 77. The preceding calculations then

imply uniform equicontinuity of {Fxj : xe B and \\f\\,g 1} where Fxj(t)= Vt(x),

when considered as a family of functions from {;2:a>0} to the trace class operators

in 7_(77).

Combining our results for V, W and X, we see that the family {F, : \\f\\,è 1},

where F,(t,x)=(mtf)"(x)j is uniformly equicontinuous when considered as a

family of functions from {t ê a > 0} x 77 to the trace class operators in 7,(77).

We turn our attention now to (qtfi)(x), for fin si. Equation (4) enables us to

write

(36) qtf(x) = mtf(x)+\ ' (mt.uruf)(x) du.
Jo

Properties of ru/(x) are given in Proposition 3 of [7]. Given 0<8^T, there are

constants cT and ciiT such that, for all/in si,

(r-i) 0<t£T=> '\\rtfi\\,ScTt-ll2\\f\\„ and

(r-ii) 8ah,t2ST=> \\rhf-rt2fU^c6,T\t,-t2\-\\f\\,.
Since {qt: t> 0} forms a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on si, it is

immediate that qtf(x) is jointly continuous on B x (0, oo). (r-i), combined with the

inequalities (10) and (19), yields

(37) \(mt-urJ)'(x)\H Í cT(l+it-u)-ll2)u^2\\f\\,

and

(38) \(rnt-»rJ)"(x)\TrH í cT(t-uY"2u-"2\\f\\„

for all x in 77 and 0<u<t^T. The right sides of (37) and (38) are integrable func-

tions of m on (0, t). This justifies interchanging the order of integration and differ-

entiation in calculating derivatives of (qtf)(x), and we thus obtain the formulas

(39) (qtfi)'ix) = (mtf)'(x)+ f ' («Vuru/)'(x) du
Jo

and

(40) (qtf)"(x) = (mtf)"(x)+^(mt.uruf)"(x) du.
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The convergence of the time integrals in (39) and (40) is in 77 norm and Tr 77 norm

respectively. We see that

(41) \(9tf)'(x)\H Ú cT\\fUl + t-112)

and

(42) Kltfyix^^c^fUl + t-1'2)

for all x in 77and Q<f¿T(we have incorporated general constants into cT). Thus

we easily verify that

(43) (Qf)'(x)=re-Xqtfy(x)dt
Jo

with convergence of the integral in 77 norm, and

(44) (Qf)"(x)=j\-t(qtf)"(x)dt

with convergence of the latter integral in Tr 77 norm.

Finally, we must establish (x, ?)-continuity 0f (qtf)'(x) and of (qtf)"(x) on

B x (0, co), as well as uniform x-continuity of (ß/)"(x) on B. We will show that in

fact (qf)"(x) is uniformly continuous on Bx[a, b] where 0<a<e<oo. This will

easily imply the desired uniform continuity of (ß/)"(x). We will not go through a

similar and by now straightforward verification of continuity of (qtf)'(x).

We need only consider the second term on the right side of equation (40). Let

e>0 and 0<c7<¿><oobe given. Assume a^tx^t2^b. Then for xx and x2 in Band

/in si, we have

(mh-u^/nxi) du-     (mt2-urj)"(x2) du
Jo Jo Tr

^       \(mt1-uruf)"(x1)-(mh_urJ)"(x2)\Trdu
Jo

rh rt2

+      \[(mh-u-mt2-u)(ruf)]"(x2)\Trdu+\    \(mt2.uruf)"(x2)\Tr du
Jo J(l

= (i)+(ii) + (iii),   say.

Using the inequality (38) we have

(iii) Z cblfl f (/,-«)-«««-«» A Ú caib\\f\\i(t2-ti)112.

Thus we can find a Sj>0 such that |ti —r2|<^i implies (iii)^ ||/|W3. Si is inde-

pendent of the choice of x2. For 0 < X1 < X2 < tu we write

(i) = i í X+ Í 2+ f 1 [integrand of (i)] = (iv) + (v)+(vi),   say.
Uo     J\,    J\21
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We may choose 0 < X, S a/2 such that

(ÍV) á Cb\\f\\,j\t,-u)-ll2U-"2du g e\\f\\,/6

for all t, in [a, b] and all x, and x2 in 77. If A2 ̂ a, then

(yf) ̂ c^wnXih-u)-^2du.
Ja2

Choosing A2 such that 0<2cb(t, — X2)112 = e/6, we obtain (\ï)ée\\fl,/6. X2 is inde-

pendent of x, and x2 but does depend on t,. In the integrand of (v), 0<d=[e/l2cb]2

= t,-X2St, — u^b. Although A2 depends on t,, a*does not. Since also in (v), u is

bounded away from 0, we see that a S2>0 exists such that \\x,—x2\\ <82 implies

(v)^eII/!,/6. 82 is independent of A2 and of t,. Thus for \\x, — x2\\ <82 and for all

t, in [a, b] we have (i)^£||/||i/3. We may similarly decompose (ii) into a sum of

three integrals, and obtain the existence of a S3 > 0 independent of x2 such that

\t, — t2\<S3 implies (H)^e\\f\\,/3. Finally, there exists a S4>0 such that (x¡, tt)

e Bx[a, b] (i= 1, 2) and \\x,— x2|| + |í1 — i2| <82 implies

(i) + (ii) + (iii) Í e\\f\\,

for all/in si. This establishes uniform continuity of (qtf)"(x) on 77 x [a, b].

Referring to equation (44) for (Qf)"(x), and making a decomposition of the form

i*oo /»a     /•&      /* oo

Jo Jo     Jo     Jli

we immediately verify uniform continuity of (Qf)"(x).
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